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I. Introduction 

Signature, an authorship mark is part of creative form of art object. Although, not usually overtly displayed, it is 

an integral part of creative effort invariably set to offer impulsive aesthetic stimulus in art engagement. Its 

significance, however, transcends extrinsic beauty; it emphatically provides salient art historical elements. 

Despite its significance in arts, particularly in the body of public outdoor sculptures in Southwest Nigeria, a 

conscious effort has not been made to examine its uses across the developmental phases of the art. Curiously, 

large number of sculptures in public sphere in the Southwest zone was not signed while many that were signed 

were inappropriate. Quite a number of signatures on the images were professionally crafted, providing more 

insight into the understanding of the practice. Apparently, critical study on signature phenomenon in the art has 

become necessary for deep understanding of the art works. It is against this background that the study was 

conceived.                

The study of signature in outdoor sculpture of Southwest of Nigeria has hardly been ventured into by scholars of 

art history. Although, its significance value in praxes of the art is enormous, scholarly publications on it are 

almost non-existent. Akintonde (2008a) and Akintonde and Oladugbagbe (2013: 64–74) discussions on this 

aspect were brief and were restricted to issue of non-signing of many sculptures in the zone. The aspect of 

signature in the   publication is narrow in critical art historical discourse and cannot stimulate appropriate 

cognition on signature. Issues of signature in outdoor sculpture of the Southwestern in Nigeria like other aspects 

of the art have developed many nuances, which encapsulated the important genres of the art about a century ago. 

As this aspect is growing in physical character and attitudinal processes, so are the art historical issues in the 

image information being lost gradually in time and space. For instance, many statues have been completely 

damaged or lost to political crises or road construction projects (Akintonde, 2008b: 19-37). For example, seven 

outdoor sculpture images were completely removed in Osogbo and dumped elsewhere during the current road 

construction exercise in Osun State. Many sculptures have also been lost completely due to similar exercise in 

Ado Ekiti, Ekiti State and Abeokuta in Ogun State.     

As many of the outdoor sculpture images were lost so were the many of unsigned works and their inherent 

signature elements, largely unstudied, lost completely. This occurrence is constant in the zone. Since, document 

on public outdoor sculptures were not usually kept, therefore, study of signatures on public outdoor sculpture 

images in Southwestern Nigeria definitely is imperative and exigent. Further delay may hamper presentation of 
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comprehensive information and tracking of some developmental elements of outdoor sculpture practice in the 

Southwest of Nigeria. This, inadvertently, is an albatross in art historical development of Nigeria contemporary 

art.  

Values in signature and its impact on the outdoor sculpture practice in Southwest Nigeria is the focal point of 

this study. The study briefly looked into definition of signature generally and particularly as it relates to visual 

art. It studied common attitudes associated with signature types as conditioned by media of expression and the 

artists (sculptors) in outdoor sculpture.  Topography of form for convenience in signature inscription and the 

intent of the artists on how they want their signature to be read by the audience were examined. It also looked at 

probable acceptability of signature types by the outdoor sculpture patrons and the public.    

Different signature types and their textural elements were studied. Graphology, handwriting analysis method, 

which assists deduction making, in human psyche or inner personality of the author of handwriting sample was 

however, not included in this study. Nevertheless, the study hazard minimal psychological deduction on the 

signatures found on the outdoor sculpture where it is extremely necessary. The study identified various types of 

signature on the outdoor sculptures in Southwestern Nigeria. Both signed and unsigned works were surveyed. It 

also examined some attitudinal problems in outdoor sculpture practice and how this affects signature practice in 

the art image from an historical perspective. Eight samples of signatures of outdoor sculpture artists whose 

works were either consistently signed or strategically located were critically examined. The examined works 

were also spread across the six states of the Southwestern Nigeria.      

The scope of the study is limited to signatures on outdoor sculpture images of Southwest of Nigeria urban 

centres. These sculptures under study were those located in the public space, excluding religious houses, public 

institutions, public and private organisations environments. Significance of this study lies within the generation 

and presentation of information in the signature genre and values, as it affects the development of outdoor 

sculpture practice in the Southwest Nigeria. The art historical problem it tends to resolve is also germine to the 

importance of the study. The data used in the study was based on the comprehensive study of Akintonde (2008a) 

on outdoor sculpture in the Southwestern Nigeria, spanning 105 years (1900 - 2005) and a current follow up 

exercise in the same geopolitical zone which consist of one hundred and eighty-eight images.  

II. Definition and Concept of Signature 

Signature is a handwritten and usually stylized, depiction of someone’s  name, nickname or a symbol written or 

stamped on document as a proof of identity and intent (Fogarolo 2015: 140). It can further be described as a 

specific form of visual expression written by someone as a mark of authorship and authority on a document or 

works of creative intelligence, which include visual art work. Its application to work of art, being a visual 

creative expression, require, authorship identification form for better understanding of  art practice, appreciation 

and art historical documentation. It also expresses the intent, subject on which legal document on the rights of 

its author may be sought. 

In concept, signature in art practice goes beyond authorship identification. It gives vent to the understanding of 

creative power which is laden with physical and psychomotor development of elements as well as status and 

general acceptability of the creator of a work of art. For instance, it is possible to study the personality of 

individual artist through signature, which invariably might have lent weight to his creative ingenuity. This can 

be done with good understanding of graphology, a method that can be deployed to the study of signature. 

Fogarolo, (2015: 460) opines that handwriting and its deployment in its expressive behavIour is usually 

consistent and may not change much in a life time. For this reason, it retains human personality over a long 

period of time. He also observes that “among all the expressive behaviours in human, it is the richest in 

information about personality.” This concept of signature on the one hand and particularly the identification of 

visual art author on the other hand could be relatively fecondious in the study of signature or signature 

inscription on art particularly outdoor sculpture. 

III. Authorship Identification, Intent and Authority Allotment in Outdoor Sculpture 

Any work of art that is not signed creates problem of identification and proper documentation in art history, 

because it impinges instant identification of the artist. Further, attempt to make categorical statements about the 

authorship of such arts work and other critical information in their production might also be speculative. In 

function, signature sculpted or engraved on outdoor sculpture, manifest the mark of authorship and clear 

identification as well as intent of the authority of the producer. It is also an acknowledgement of work by the 

author as being completed in process and acceptance of responsibility of any observable professional 

incompetence in the work. However, artists in some cases relish confronting their audience with conspicuously 

displayed signature. This appears to be advertisement of skill competence, self confidence and personal 

acclamation of creative feat in high competitive artistic environment. This idea was severally exhibited by many 
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Renaissance artists whose signature on their sculptures evidently revealed their status level in a highly jealous, 

stiff, professional competitive environment. 

History recorded the self confidence of Lorenzo Ghiberti through the imposing signature he inscribed on one of 

his works. He prides his ingenious skill in the following textual signature: “Made by the miraculous art of 

Lorenzo Gionedi Ghiberti” (Boffa, 2011: 29). Again, statement in the signature of Giovanni Picola on the 

Pistoia pulpit comprehensively explained the Renaissance sculptors’ high level of professional competence and 

confidence;  

  SCULPTS SIT 10TH (ANN)ES QVIRES  

  NO (N) EGIT I WANES NICOLI NAT (VS) 

  SENSIA MELIORE BEATVE QVE(M) 

  GENUIT PISA DOCTV (M) SVP (ER) 

  OMNIA VISA.           

   

[Translated as] 

  “ Giovanni carved it, who performed no empty  

  work skill. The son of Nicola and blessed with  

  higher skill. Pisa gave him birth endowed with  

  mastery greater than any seen before.  

                               (Boffa, 2011: 29). 

Picola’s textual signature declaration underscored his professional competence, and a self eulogy of his artistic 

feat. His pride in his father, Nicola Pisano, also a great sculptor and his nation Pisa, probably his eponymic 

name and his pride, as an enabling environment for his ingenuity was also highlighted. Of course, the self 

assessment on excellent rating above the sculptors before him and his contemporary severally echoed high 

standardization of art and stardom opportunity for competent artists in the Renaissance period.          

Comparatively, the Yoruba, predominant inhabitant of Southwestern Nigeria, in the pre-colonial period were 

largely illiterate. They did not have any writing method other than semiotic. But their works have been found 

not to be completely anonymous due to absence of signature as observed by Walker (1998: 24-25). Evidence of 

their signature intent, attesting to their high level creativity was apparent in each artist’s characteristic visual 

expressions, in form, composition skill and individual dexterity in communal and personal style of expression 

and particularly each artist’s typical tool marks in sculpture usually denote his signature. It is a means of 

identification which distinguished the Yoruba wood carvers from each other. The characteristics of their works 

and practice were usually stored in the people’s oral tradition. Such records lend credence to proper 

identification of Yoruba traditional artist who ride high in art creativity. Here, the oral tradition testament of the 

capacity and capability of Olowe of Ise Ekiti, Ekiti State, point to the pride of the artist’s proficiency and 

signage as celebrate in unconventional mode:  

 

  I am …. oloju-ifun Olowe  

  Olowe, my excellent husband  

  Outstanding in war  

Elemoso [emissary of the king]. 

  One with mighty sword. 

  Handsome among his friends  

  Outstanding among his peers  

One who carves the hard wood of Iroko tree         

       as though it were as soft as a calabash  

  One who achieves fame with the proceeds of his carving… 

  Olowe you are great  

  You walk majestically  

  And with grace.  

                                      (Walker, 1998:24-25). 

 

In the contemporary Nigeria art, artists are more frugal in signature expression and statement as limited by the 

acceptable norm unlike the early Renaissance and Yoruba traditional art practices in which artists can flaunt 

their ego through their respective signature types, either in written forms or orals. But the contemporary outdoor 

sculptors in Southwest Nigeria also whimsically displays their signatures, creatively and intentionally to portray 

high level of artistic proficiency. This claim might seem deductive, but our field observation strongly attested to 

it. High level standard works among the one hundred and sixty-six studied by Akintonde (2008) such as the 

works of Tolu Filani, Akah Bunak, Adeola Balogun, Kenny Adamson and many other artists were creatively 

signed in conspicuous parts of the works. Some artists, such as Moses Akintonde, Tiri Oladimeji, Kebana and 
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Saburi Adebesin whose signatures sometimes were not conspicuously displayed also had their names inscribed 

on inscription plaques affixed to sculpture pedestals.  

Although, beautiful statues produced under company’s name were not signed, not because they were lacking in 

proficiency, the production credit seemed to have been confined in the company names. Examples of this type 

of sculpture are Unknown soldier at Ado-Ekiti stylishly signed as  probably an abbreviation of the name 

of the company and Agemo erected in Ijebu-Ode was also signed as Onile Venture and some other abstract 

sculptures in the town. In the case of Obokun located in Ilesa in Osun state, although the statue is of high 

standard it was not signed as a result of the total restoration work made on the sculpture. The statue originally 

cast in fibre glass by Eriger was recast in fundu by Mackay. Understandably, Mackay must have avoided the 

likely controversy it would have attracted if he had signed a work originally produced by another artist.  

Furthermore, signature, particularly when well displayed, confers marked honour on the acquirer of artwork. 

The acquirer of a work of art is not only psychologically pleased having work of a master in his procession, he 

believes he has the master himself. Invariably, hypothetical statements such as ‘I have Adeola Balogun’, ‘I have 

Tolu Filani’, etcetera, is not uncommon. Tunde Ponle, the proprietor of Micom Golf, Ada in Osun State, once 

pride himself to have had “Akintonde” before a large audience during the unveiling ceremony of the bust of the 

late mother of Chief Aboaba; apparently, in the late 1980s and through 1990s, Akintonde was a vibrant outdoor 

sculptor in Osun State whose services were always sought. Further, signature is also of ultimate importance to 

artists since it is part of obtainment of copyright authority. Any work of art without authorship identification 

cannot be copyrighted and in the event of infringement on such work, no claim can be made. But it appears that 

a lot of outdoor sculptors in the Southwestern Nigeria were ignorant of this fact or careless because they did not 

take cognizance of the implications on unsigned works. (Akintonde and Oladugbagbe 2013: 64-74)  

That notwithstanding, there are quite a good number of works that was not signed. For instance, an ingenious, 

unsigned work produced by a National Youth Service Corps (NYSC) member - Footballer  (plate 1), erected at 

Liberty Junction, Lister, Ibadan, Oyo State has already been generating an art historical problem. Akintonde 

(2008a: 93) have identified the author of the same footballer as Kehinde Sheriki; he relied on the claim of Adisa 

(1999: 24) on the same sculpture but Adelowo (1999) ascribed authorship of the footballer to Okey Agu. The 

Drummer [E kaabo (Welcome)], (plate 2) at Abe Bridge, Iwo Road, Ibadan was also said to be produced by 

Kehinde Sheriki (Adisa, 1999: 24). Nevertheless, both the drummer and footballer were technically and more 

skillfully rendered in terms of form, composition building and tactile surface finishing than Iyalode Rukayat 

located at Challenge junction area, Ibadan undoubtedly produced by Kehinde Sheriki. The figures appear 

produced by Okey Agu whom Adelowo (1999) claimed to have produced the footballer. Adelowo’s claim 

seemed plausible because the farmer (plate 4) and footballer (plate 1) appears closer in form, composition and 

technical proficiency than Iyalode Rukayat (plate 3) but Okey Agu was only in the state in 1998 for his NYSC 

exercise, so, he is unlikely to be the producer of the footballer. In the light of lean information on the identifying 

the artists of some outdoor sculptures in the zone further study on the correct identities of the artists would be 

necessary.   

 

                                        
                                     Plate 1                          Plate 2 

              Footballer, cement, height: 180cm,                                 Drummer [E kaabo (Welcome)], cement,  

               Liberty Stadium Junction, Ibadan.                                height: 180cm, 1989, , Iwo Road, Ibadan.                                           

              Photograph by Femi Akande, 2015              Photograph by Femi Akande, 2015 
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                                      Plate 3                       Plate 4 

          Kehinde Sheriki, Iyalode Rukayat, cement,                                 Okey Agu, Farmer, cement  

            height: 160cm, 1989, Challenge, Ibadan                              height: 180cm,1998, Secretariat, Ibadan.                  

             Photograph by Moses Akintonde, 2006             Photograph by Adesola Alimi, 2015 

IV. Signature Archetypes, Textual Elements, Style of Writing and its Location on Outdoor Sculpture 

In this section samples of signatures of eight renowned outdoor sculpture artists in Southwest Nigeria have been 

carefully collected to aid a critically analysis of characteristics of artists’ signatures on sculpture. The works of 

the artists selected were well spread in space and time across the geographical zone under study as good 

representation of the general practice of the art. 

Signature archetypes on the outdoor sculpture in the Southwestern Nigeria can be classified under handwritten 

names, inscription of emblem or symbol and monogram (of company name) as well as style of writing. Some 

signatures were written in cursive ascending form while many were executed in descending cursive type. There 

are those written in gothic mode. Generally, signatures on the sculptures were engraved on the surface of the 

works. Usually statues produced by companies had their holograms or name written on the plaque or epithet and 

sometimes printed on plate and fixed on the pedestal of works. There are different ways in which signature were 

signed on the outdoor sculpture in the Southwest Nigeria. Naturally, artists usually have peculiar ways of 

writing their signature. Some write long or short signatures and sometimes only abbreviation were written.  

On signage mode and location, signature is an integral part of the outdoor sculpture if conceived and executed 

professionally. It certainly becomes alienated from the whole image if it is too conspicuously written on the 

form, particularly when it is directly located in the line of vision of audience. Artists write their signature on a 

slightly conspicuous part of sculptural works, usually at the lower part of the images. It is also important that 

signature should not be put in the part considered offensive to public response, whereby the art and the societal 

moral values will be denigrated as observed in the case of Mandela statue controversial signature (Dixon, 2014); 

crafted in iconic manner, the rabbit signature image was stealthily tucked in one of the ears lobs of the statue. 

However, locations of signature on outdoor sculptures in the Southwest were properly selected and moderate. 

None of them were also perceived to be offensive, in form; location and character, in which they were written.  

Generally, signatures were either located on sculpture form, statue base or pedestal at the lower parts, front, 

back or side. Sometimes, signatures were located on the fringe of the statues’ base; helms of dresses, membrane 

of drum and rattle gourd, arrow quiver sides as well as trouser waist band and trunk. Only one artist was 

identified to have multiple signatures displayed conspicuously in various parts of his work while a large number 

of artists did not sign their works. Nonetheless, many artists names such as: Tiri Oladimeji, Dejo Akinlonu, 

Moses Akintonde etcetera were sometimes contained in the plaques or epitaph fixed to the pedestal of statues. 

However, these types of name identifications are not adequate as signatures, because it may not last. In many 

cases, plaques on statue have either been outrightly removed and substituted with fresh one to giving credit to a 

group of people or company who executed renovation work on statues years after they were made. For instance, 

plaques containing the name of Moses Akintonde as the artist who made Baba Onisekere located in Osogbo was 
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removed and substituted with another displaying the Seaman schnapps in collaboration with Osun State 

Government under the leadership of Prince Olagunsoye Oyinlola who undertook the renovation of the statue. 

In technique of make; all signatures were hand written. None were mechanically made with machine, stamps 

and electronic devices as may be observed in signatures in text document or electronic forms. However, some 

printed signature types were also fixed on the base of statues as company trade mark that executed production of 

some statues. This type of artist’s identification mode were found on the statues of  Unknown soldier at Ado-

Ekiti; Agemo in Ijebu Ode and Eagle Aromatic Schnapps Company that executed the renovation of Yeye Osun 

in Osogbo. Signatures on fibre glass work, fundu cast were written on wet clay model of works before cast. In 

some instance signature were etched directly on wet concrete built statues with sharp tool such as metal spatula 

tips, nails, or knife points.  

V. Textual and Morphological Examination of Artists’ Signatures 

The signatures of selected artists who produced many of the outdoor sculpture images in Southwestern Nigeria 

and consistently signed their works were examined in terms of textural form, morphology and iconic 

representations in this section. Textual elements on signature of artists of the public outdoor sculptures are 

names or mark of artists plainly written or stylishly engraved on the works. Additional texts did not accompany 

artists’ signatures. Open declarations of intent were not also made on the sculptures plaques. In this case, artists’ 

signature were taken as the textual form and examined. Further, there are no special images associated with the 

identified signatures; however, the letter character and presentation mode and visual appeal were also discussed 

on the aspect of morphology and probable iconic representation.  

Kenny Adamson is very consistent in the manner he composed and constructed his signature. Despite the 

terrain of hard undulating sculpture surface which is uncomfortable for fluid handwriting in signature, and use 

of tool such as pen on paper in text; his signature still compare favourably with those he signed on papers in his 

national daily cartoons. His, signature were composed of thin lines of shallow depth, the whole formed a right 

angle optical module form. The signature is fragile but firm and elegant (plate 5). It conveys the artist’s 

authority clearly to the viewers. This form made impression so well in the mind of viewer, assuming iconic 

image, so instamatic in identification of the artist. All letters in the text were carefully etched into art form in 

upper case types and creatively written in rhythmic form. The first letter of the two names “K” and “A” are 

higher in height while the other letters “ENNY” and “DAMSON” recede into somewhat vanishing point of a 

(one point) perspective (appendix 1), helping to create an imaginary right angle image. Although Kenny’s 

signature slightly varied in form, on a reclining figure: Knowledge is Power (plate 6) limited grove space; he 

still manage to achieve his typical angular signature form.  

 

 
Plate 5 

Kenny Adamson, Monument to Kudirat Abiola, fibre glass, (390 x 360 x 90)cm, 2004, Seven-Up, Ikeja, Lagos 

Photograph by Sola Ogunfuwa, 2015 
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Plate 6 

Kenny Adamson, Knowledge is Power, fibre glass, (70 x 72)cm approx., 2007, Tinubu Square, Lagos 

Photograph by Ayo Akinyemi, 2015 

 

Tolu Filani seemed to prefer locating his signature on the fringe of forms on his works. His signature on 

Harbert Marculay was written on the fringe of the statues base while Tai Solarin had Filani’s signature placed 

on the hem of the image’s Knicker. The text of the signature is very simple; it is clearly engraved on shallow 

parallel track. There is nothing more in the text than name identification “Tolu Filani” and information on year 

of production, written as “86” (plate 7) on Herbert Macaulay and “’96” on Tai Solarin (plate 8). Adeola 

Balogun’s signature (plate 8) compared very well with Tolu Filani’s signature in regularity and simplicity of 

form as well as depth of legibility. Apart from the stereotype iconic text form, more pronounced strength and 

size of letters as well as graphical arrangement of textural elements of each artist, both Filani and Balogun’s 

signature forms were almost identical.  

 

                          
                                      Plate 7        Plate 8 

             Tolu Filani, Herbert Macaulay, fibre glass,                             Tolu Filani, Tai Solarin, fibre glass, 

                    height: 480cm, 1986, Sabo, Lagos.             height: 195cm, 1996, Yaba, Lagos. 

                 Photograph by Sola Ogunfuwa, 2015            Photograph by Sola Ogunfuwa, 2015 
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Adeola Balogun form of signature (plate 9) is graphical, subtle and painstakingly crafted as “Adeola Balogun”. 

Apparently his signatures on all his sculpture images were engraved on the leather-hard clay models after which 

the images were cast. The signature appeared as if engraved technically from a template. Although, his 

signatures were identical in form; it varied in textural sizes which suggest non-use of any template. However, all 

the lines in each letter of the names were neatly drawn and spatially calculated in equidistance. The dexterity in 

Adeola’s signature perhaps is in the choice of elegant letter type, simplicity of form and alluring legibility. Just 

as his sculpture images were proficiently finished so were his signature skillfully crafted on conspicuous 

locations in his works; so vivid and real was his signature on Ademulegun (plate 10) located on the lower pocket 

of the military uniform jacket.  

                                                
                               Plate 9                                     Plate 10 

             Adeola Balogun, Obafemi Awolowo,                             Adeola Balogun, Ademulegun, 

               fibre glass, height: 240cm, 2002,                           fibre glass, height: 270cm, 2004, 

                  Allen Junction, Ikeja, Lagos.                               Akure-Ore Junction, Ondo.  

            Photograph by Sola Ogunfuwa, 2015                       Photograph by Segun Adekanbi, 2015 

 

Moses Akintonde’s signature is usually engraved mostly on the base and occasionally on the surface of works 

forms as “Tunde Akintunde”. The text was written in upper case cursive. The last letter ‘E’, was sometimes 

stylishly written as ‘∑’ and extended at the base line touching the head of “A” of Akintonde which shifted a bit 

below Tunde (plate 11). Although, Akintonde’s signature has the same textual character, they were sometimes 

varied in topographical arrangements. In some of his works, he signed on a single linear track as “Tunde 

Akintonde” in a few others he maintained a double line form shifted down at the last letter of his first name 

(plate 12). In some cases, his signature was thinly engraved almost illegible. This thin signature types were 

hurriedly written when the medium of expression was almost dried and too hard to engrave on. Some of his 

works were not signed but his name – “Tunde Akintonde” was usually engraved on the marble plaque affixed to 

the pedestal of his works.  

Abe Taiwo’s signatures on recent metal works located in former toll gate Ikeja area of Lagos were rudimentary 

in their textural element and mode. The drummer (plate 13) and Onisekere (plate 14) of Abe Taiwo was simply 

signed as “Abe Taiwo” written in white gloss paint with brush on a black painted metal work in upper case letter 

from lower part of the garment upward. The signature was not accompanied with year of production unlike most 

artists.  
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                                         Plate 11                Plate 12 

              Moses Akintonde, Dundun drummer,                               Moses Akintonde, Aje,                                               

                    cement, height: 220cm, 1998,                                                    cement, height: 215cm, 2000,                                     

                       Ikirun-Ilorin Road Osogbo          Ila-Orangun 

 Photograph by Moses Akintonde, 2005                                   Photograph by Moses Akintonde, 2015       

                                               

                                      
                                    Plate 13                            Plate 14 

                       Abe Taiwo, Drummer, metal                             Abe Taiwo, Onisekere, metal       

                   height: 180cm, 2013, Ikeja, Lagos                                height: 180cm, 2013, Ikeja, Lagos                                

                   Photograph by Abibat Yusuff, 2014                            Photograph by Abibat Yusuff, 2014 

 

Okey Nweke Agu appears to be making bold and daring statement on proficiency in the manner of locating his 

signatures conspicuously in five different  places on his farmer at secretariat junction, Ibadan. One of the 

signatures reads – “OKEY NWEKE” while others are “OKEY AGU”. The texts of his signature were stylishly 
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engraved in the work in upper case single file format (plate 15). His generosity in the multiplicity of signatures 

in different parts of his work is perhaps iconic in the artist’s identification mode, but the footballer which 

Adelowo (1999) said he produced in the same period was not signed; probably if signed it would have buttress 

this claim. Nevertheless, there is no other public outdoor sculpture artist in the Southwest Nigeria that used 

numerous signatures on a single work as Okey.    

Paul Seyi-Gbangbayau’s signature (plate 16) employed a bit stylish gothic lettering form, hammered deep in 

pointillistic dots to about 2mm into fibre glass wall. The textured structure of the signature was composed in 

upper case starting with the artist’s initials “PS” and an hyphen (–), following his surname, “PS– 

GBANGBAYAU”. Supper imposed on the surname is the year of production of his work placed on the second 

phrase from the second “G” letter of “GBAYAU” in the surname (appendix 2). The signature is legible enough 

to be read from about one metres distance. The signature on Gbangbayau’s work was located in the lower part 

of the gun booth held by the image.  

 

                 
                              Plate 15                              Plate 16 

                 Okey Agu, Farmer, cement              Paul Seyi-Gbangbayau, Sokenu, fibre glass, 

       height: 180cm, 1998, Secretariat, Ibadan.                  height: 210 approx., Ijaye, Abeokuta.                

             Photograph by Adesola Alimi, 2015                               Photograph by Seyi Gbangbayau, 2007 

 

Nordiana Kelvin’s fanciful signatures were etched with a sharp tool probably, an iron spatula point. The textual 

form is a beautiful, stylish upper case inverting the letters “N” in the artist’s surname (Nordiana) as 

“ ”. The ‘R’ of the ‘nordi’ projecting downward. In the Oyagbodun (plate 17), the first name of the 

artist was written under the surname with the year of production written in short form as “’92” (appendix 3) but 

the arrangement of his name took a single line structure in his musical instrument (Irepodun logo) and all letters 

of the names were written in upper case (plate 18). 

Akah Bunak perhaps presented one of the most ingenious signatures. It was signed simply – “Bunak”; very 

brief and plain, yet it is complex. The letters were written in somewhat cursive with strokes of letters “B”, “N”, 

“K” in Bunak projected and inclined variously to right and left obliques (plate 19). The depth of lines in the text 

is like a gash, apparently made while his medium (concrete) was wet. The letter “U” in the name was side ways 

to left; making it a focal point of high level of creativity (appendix 4a and b). This was also complimented with 

the upward strokes points of letter B and N while letter K reclined to the left with sharp parallel stroke. The 

years of production of his works were either etched in front of Bunak or under probable “finality stroke”. The 

stroke probably represented the apparent completion of the work and full authority of the artist. Sometimes, this 

line was not represented in some of his works such as the Dundun drummer (plate 20) and other works he 

produced in 1992, unlike the statues he produced in 1991. The “N” letters of Bunak in his 1992 signatures were 

expressed more in cursive right oblique form while the “K” letter reclined to the left. The “N” and “K” were 

linked together as a monogram almost separated from letter “B” and “u”; the “92” which is the year of 
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production of work in one of the statues Bunak produced in 1992 appeared somersaulting on the lower stroke 

line of “K” which might have been substituted for the underline curve line on his 1991 signatures samples (plate 

21). The side-ways inverted letter ‘u’ in Bunak signature appears iconically emphatic. Bunak audacious 

signature speaks volumes of the artist boldness, courageous and simplicity of expression which perhaps is an 

attestation of his personality.          

 

                                    
Plate 17                   Plate 18 

    Kelvin Nordiana, Oyagbodun, fibre glass,                         Kelvin Nordiana, Musical Instrument, fibre glass, 

      height: 196cm approx., 1992, Erin Osun                          height: 180cm, 1992,  Erin Osun Junction, Ilobu        

      Photograph by Moses Akintonde, 2015               Photograph by Moses Akintonde, 2015                                           

    

                                  
                              Plate 19                              Plate 20 

       Akah Bunak, Oba Laoye (Timi of Ede),                                   Akah Bunak, Dundun Drummer, cement 

    cement,  90cm, 1991, Timi’s Palace, Ede                             height: 210cm, 1992, Akoda Junction, Ede        

      Photograph by Abiola Adetona, 2015                                     Photograph by Abiola Adetona, 2015                                         
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Plate 21 

Akah Bunak, Sango-Timi, cement, height 300cm, 1992, Oke Gada, Ede 

Photograph by Abiola Adetona, 2015 

                          

VI. Conclusion 

Signature, an authorship identification of documents and work of art has existed in human civilization and 

developed gradually over-time. Its marked functions transcend identification of author of mutual writing, 

important legalistic or cryptic document and work of creative intelligence. Of great importance, is signature’s 

inherent conveyance or concession of authority and ownership in item signed. The finality and assurance of the 

completion of a vital discussion, writing or work of art; the admittance of error and liability of non performance 

of function for which signatures stands assurance is of primal importance. In functions, signature on work of art, 

particularly urban sculpture attracts accolade and adulation for self ego and aggrandizement, purposively aimed 

at art patronage. The following statements in the production of amphro (vase) by an artist of geometry period in 

Greek art and the earlier examples given in this study testified to this fact: the vase was poetically personified, 

gloriously identifying its artist as following: Exekias painted and made me” (Brommer, 1997: 188). 

Nevertheless, beyond signature’s sublime functions, are its underlining meanings, valuable to the perceptic 

study of artists’ world and their art. But this aspect is complex. It is basically psychological in nature and may 

requires psychoanalytical and graphological measures to unmask hidden meaning in art objects viewed through 

the signatures of their authors whose nature reflected in their arts. The case of Vincent Van Gorh psyche 

refraction in his painting sufficed to support this truism (Brommer, 1997: 436-437 and Gardener, 1980: 786-

787). However, as needful as our observation of this aspect in signature, in this present study the methods were 

not required because the variables under considerations were purely concrete elements and examinable without 

any complex thoughts.  

This study has critically examined signature practice in urban outdoor sculpture in Southwest Nigeria and has 

identified some individual artists with peculiar types of signature and discussed them. The signature types 

identified varied in texture, forms, style and technique of writing as well as location on works. The strength of 

legibility and inherent creativity of the signatures apparent in the technical proficiency in images have also been 

underscored. Works that were not properly signed have also been discussed. The study however, observed 

seventy three of the one hundred and eighty-eight urban sculpture images produced between 1900 and 2015 

identified in the Southwest of Nigeria in the course of the study were not signed. Twenty six works (72.2%) 

were signed out of thirty-six public outdoor sculpture images in Osun State. This figure suggests that public 

outdoor sculpture artists in Osun State usually sign their works more than their counterparts in Lagos, Oyo, 
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Ondo, Ogun and Ekiti States. For instance, in Lagos, only seventeen works representing 27.8% were signed (by 

handwritten) out of the sixty-two. Oyo State has fifteen signed which is 53.5% out of twenty-eight. In Ondo 

State, only four works were signed (22.2%) out of eighteen while four works representing 25% were also signed 

out of sixteen works in Ekiti State. There are twenty-nine in Ogun State out of which only seven (24.1%) were 

signed (table 1). 

 

Table 1: Number of Public Outdoor Sculpture Signed in Each of the Southwestern Nigerian States 

State Total Number 

of Works 

Signed 

Works 

Percentage of 

Signed Works 

Unsigned 

Works 

Percentage of 

Unsigned Works 

Ekiti 16 4 25% 12 75% 

Lagos 61 17 27.8% 44 72.2% 

Ogun 29 7 24.1% 22 75.9% 

Ondo 18 4 22.2% 14 77.8% 

Osun 36 26 72.2% 10 27.8% 

Oyo 28 15 53.3% 13 46.7% 

Total 188 73 38.8% 115 61.2% 

 

 Non-signing of works in the six states generally testified to the lack of professional competence and ethics. The 

“Nigerian factor” which borders on fraud observable in all social economic engagements of the attitude have 

also affected proper commissioning of outdoor sculpture in Southwest (Akintonde 2008a and 2008b: 17–39 and 

Akintonde and Kalilu 2013: 88-103) For instance, the “general contractors” (artists who did not specialised in 

sculpture inclusive) usually instruct the artists who undertake art production on their behalf not to sign the works 

at all. This action concealed the true identity of the artists and tactfully conferred authorship of works on the “art 

contractors” Emmanuel Oweh, a Lagos based artists who have experienced the problem believed the attitude is 

more prevalent in Lagos. The problem occasionally developed into serious disagreement between the artists and 

their contractors. The contractors in turn usually blamed artists who insisted on signing their works for 

disloyalty and subsequently starved them of patronage. That notwithstanding, whatever nuances in signature 

practice in public outdoor sculpture; it is gradually evolving, significant in development and worthy of a space 

in the body of urban sculpture in the Nigerian contemporary art. 
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